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### Title:
**People of the Philippines vs. Mamerto Abner et al. and the Matter of Bondsman Liability**

### Facts:
The case commenced with a complaint signed by Lt. Fernando G. Regino, charging Mamerto
Abner,  among  others,  with  robbery  in  band  with  rape  in  Tinambac,  Camarines  Sur.
Subsequent procedural developments saw the justice of the peace in Naga, directed by the
Court of First Instance of Camarines Sur, handling the preliminary investigation due to
issues filing the complaint in Tinambac. Mamerto Abner secured bail  for P15,000 with
Roberto Soler and Domingo Abella as bondsmen. Despite notices, Abner and his bondsmen
failed to appear at the scheduled preliminary investigation, leading Abner to waive his right
to it. The case was then forwarded to the Court of First Instance of Camarines Sur, and
following failed appearances and a petition from the provincial fiscal, the court ordered the
confiscation of the bail bond, a decision appealed by the bondsmen.

### Issues:
1. Whether the Court of First Instance acquired jurisdiction over the case without a filed
complaint in the justice of the peace court of Tinambac.
2. The validity of the bail bond in the absence of the accused’s signature.
3. Whether the appellants’ obligation under the bond was merely financial.
4. The impact of the government’s campaign for Abner’s capture on the bondsmen’s ability
to produce him in court.

### Court’s Decision:
1. **Jurisdiction Issue**: The Supreme Court found that subsequent admissions and the
procedural  history  suggested  that  the  complaint  was  duly  filed,  affirming  the  court’s
jurisdiction.
2.  **Validity  of  Bail  Bond**:  The  court  clarified  that  the  bail  bond  operates  as  a
recognizance, an obligation with the state not requiring the accused’s signature for its
validity. Thus, the bond was deemed valid.
3.  **Obligation  under  the  Bond**:  The Court  rejected the  notion  that  the  bondsmen’s
obligation was merely financial, clarifying that it encompassed ensuring the accused’s court
appearance.
4. **Effect of Government Campaign on Bond Obligation**: The Court deemed that the
campaign  against  Abner  was  a  result  of  his  own actions,  thus  it  did  not  excuse  the
bondsmen from their obligation to produce him in court.
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### Doctrine:
The Supreme Court reiterated the doctrine that a bail bond, akin to a recognizance, is a
valid obligation to the state for ensuring an accused’s court appearance, which does not
necessarily require the accused’s signature for its validity.

### Class Notes:
– **Bail Bond vs. Recognizance**: A bail bond is a form of recognizance; both are obligations
to ensure an accused’s court appearance.
– **Bondsman’s Liability**: Bondsmen are liable for the accused’s appearance in court, not
merely financially but also operationally, meaning they must actively ensure the accused’s
presence as stipulated in the bond.

### Historical Background:
The case presents a post-WWII legal scenario in the Philippines, reflecting the complexities
of handling criminal charges amidst challenges in file management and logistics, and the
evolving understanding of bondsmen’s responsibilities under the law.


